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Problem   
Organizations   need   help   in   building   VDI   (Virtual   Desktop   Infrastructure)   solutions   immediately.    As   IT  
Departments   are   adding   VDI   licenses   locally   to   their   current   systems,   they   need   to   be   aware   that  
licenses   alone   don’t   solve   all   of   their   problems.   

Guidance  
   It   is   important   to   know   that   VDI   is   very   GHz   (GigaHertz   sensitive   and   cores   then   memory.   If   you   want  
more   users   on   the   same   hypervisor,   the   GHz   to   core   ratio   is   extremely   important.   We   suggest   using  
the   2.7Ghz   with   the   28c   Intel   SKU,   either   6258R   or   8280   with   meet   comp.  

User   sessions   vary,   so   identifying   your   workload   profile   is   critical   to   sizing   the   appropriate   amount   of  
memory   in   the   hypervisor   to   provide   the   optimal   solution.  

Task   /standard/low   memory  

● This   type   of   session   uses   8   GB   or   less   memory.   
● With   a   2.7   GHz   28c   system,   we   recommend   roughly   512   GB   if   all   sessions   on   the  

hypervisor/server   are   each   8   GB   or   less.   The   reason   for   this   is   that   you   would   run   out   of   CPU  
GHz/Cores   before   you   get   to   more   memory.   

High   profile/Knowledge  

● This   type   uses   12-16GB   memory   per   session.  
● We   suggest   memory   of   1   TB   or   close   to   it,   to   prevent   a   CPU/GHz   bottleneck.  

 

Higher   than   16GB   VDI  

● This   type   of   session   is   for   industry   specific   applications.   
● We   suggest   memory   beyond   1TB,   up   to   2TB   to   get   more   users   on   a   single   hypervisor   and  

prevent   a   CPU/GHz   bottleneck  
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GPU   or   No   GPU  

   Not   all   workloads   require   GPUS.   If   your   VDI   workload   is   largely   Flash,   CAD,   animation   coding,  
Autodesk   AutoCAD,   Dassault   Systemes,   SOLIDWORKS,   or   Esri   ArcGIS,   they   will   require   a   GPU   to  
add   more   users   per   hypervisor.    GPUs   are   costly,   so   you   need   to   take   into   consideration   the   cost   of   a  
GPU   against   the   number   of   users   in   a   smaller   memory   profile   workload.    For   example,   does   it   make  
sense   to   add   five   users   per   hypervisor   when   the   cost   of   a   single   GPU   could   be   over   a   thousand  
dollars?   Sessions   using   terminal-like   applications   such   as   Microsoft   Office,   or   browser   sessions   that  
depend   on   rendered   content   are   some   areas   where   GPUs   may   not   make   the   most   sense.  

Increasing   performance  

Intel’s   Optane   SSD   technology   provides   the   ability   to   mitigate   boot   storms   by   responding   quickly   and  
in   bursts   of   IOPs.   You   should   know   the   booting   location   of   your   current   VDI   sessions.   Placing   the   VDI  
boot   files   on   the   Optane   drive   can   provide   excellent   performance   and   reduce   buffering   for  
simultaneous   VDI   initiation   sessions.    OptaneSSD   can   be   part   of   the   caching   tier   of   an   HCI   solution  
where   the   boot   files   are   located.    If   using   SAN   or   NAS   to   boot   the   vdi   sessions,   you   should   pay  
attention   to   networking   and   try   to   keep   the   VDI   initiation   files   on   flash.  

Conclusion  
Deploying   or   upgrading   your   VDI   solution   requires   some   forethought   and   planning.   Analyze   your   users  
workloads   and   uses   before   purchasing   a   solution.   One   solution   does   not   fit   all.   The   goal   is   to   decrease  
your   bottlenecks   in   the   most   cost   efficient   way   possible.  
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